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WE REACH YOUR MARKET
Ground Water Canada is published quarterly (Winter issue – January, Spring
issue – May, Summer issue – July, Fall issue – September) and is written
specifically for Canada’s ground water and geothermal professionals. Our
readership of 3,507 includes well drillers, pump installers, hydrogeologists,
consulting engineers and water treatment specialists across Canada.

AUDIENCE REACH: 3,507
• Well drillers			
• Hydrogeologists			
• Water treatment specialists		

• Pump installers
• Consulting engineers
• Geothermal contractors

REGULAR
DEPARTMENTS
& FEATURES
Ground Water Canada readers will find the following
regular features throughout the year:
• Contractor profiles
• Technical articles
• Convention reports
• Research updates
• Provincial roundup
• Product news
• Industry news
• Association news

Our readership is 7,986
including pass along copies

GROWING YOUR BUSINESS
Ground Water Canada is owned by Annex Business Media, an independent company publishing 60 business-tobusiness titles using its own state-of-the-art Komori press
and distribution centre. One phone call, and we’ll handle
all of your marketing needs.
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accurate, cost
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Summer 2017
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OGWA members came together to learn, network and collaborate

Display advertising
Online advertising
Buyers guide, print and online
Calendar of events in the industry
Custom publishing
Inserts and outserts
Custom printing: Product catalogues, brochures,
direct mail pieces, brochures, posters,
flyers and much more!
Design services

A

Annex Publishing & Printing Inc.
P.O. Box 530, Simcoe, Ontario N3Y 4N5
(800) 265-2827 or (519) 429-3966
Fax: (519) 429-3094

Managing Editor | Laura
Aiken a good crowd
The Ontario Ground Water Association
drew
laiken@annexweb.com
(416) 522-1595
for its annual convention and general
meeting at the tranquil
14
Editor | Colleen CrossCentre in April.
Nottawasaga Inn, Resort and Conference
ccross@annexweb.com

MAKE THE

BRIGHT
CHOICE

by COLLEEN CROSS

This year the event was held immediately
following a regional training meeting on best
practices.
Friday was training day, with more than 80
members attending to get up to date on best
practices.
A silent auction run by OGWA staff Anne
Gammage and Debbie Stojkovic that began at
the Friday night meet-and-greet had members
vying with unidentified bidders for everything
from maple syrup to water-level meters to a
day’s excavator rental. The auction featured
donations from Canadian Pipe, Franklin Electric,
Wellmaster Pipe & Supply, Pompco, Atlas Copco,
the Rideau Group, and many others.
Saturday morning was given over to division
meetings and the annual general meeting, with
president Darren Juneau presiding for the last

Hydrogeologist Bill Clarke
presents the Earth, Wind
and Fire award to Prof.
Peter Russell, a key
member of the University
of Waterloo’s department
of earth and environmental sciences, founder of
the Earth Sciences
Museum in 1967 and
author of children’s books
about ground water.

Serving the Canadian Ground Water
industry for 43 years.

franklinwater.com

www.groundwatercanada.com
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Circulation
e-mail: subscribe@groundwatercanada.
com
Tel: 416-442-5600 ext. 3543
Fax: 877-624-1940
Mail: P.O. Box 530,
Simcoe, ON N3Y 4N5
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Editorial material is copyrighted.
scientists.
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CONVENTION
on request.
After
enjoying a buffet lunch in the RiverviewOGWA members came together to
ISSN 0383-7920
learn, network and collaborate
Restaurant, members attended two afternoon

Occasionally, Ground Water Canada will
mail information on behalf of
industry-related groups whose products
and services we believe may be of
interest to you. If you prefer not to receive
this information, please contact our
circulation department in any of the four
ways listed above.

It’s easier than you think. Franklin Electric’s complete solar product line, including the SubDrive solar controller and new modular Fhoton™ drive,
provides you with everything you need – panels, pump, motor, and drive from the people who know groundwater best. And, we back it up with
Field Service Engineers willing to help you every step of the way. Ask for Franklin solar products and create your new revenue stream today.
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B.C. town’s approach to naturalasset management is catching on

Subscription Rates
Canada - 1 Year $42.00
(plus 5% GST - $44.10)
U.S.A. - 1 Year $60.00

Complete Solar Pumping Systems
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ON THE WEB:
Winnipeg to install monitoring wells over old landfills
Winnipeg plans to conduct more environmental testing on its old
landfills through new monitoring wells to get a better handle on
potential contamination.
Residents updated on TCE contamination in Ontario city
Residents living in Cambridge, Ont., were updated at a meeting in
May about a portion of the city’s Preston area contaminated by
trichloroethylene.
www.heroninstruments.com • 1-800-331-2032 •
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2019 Advertising Rates
Size of Ad

Ad Rate

Full page

$1,900

2/3 page

$1,650

1/2 island

$1,550

1/2 page

$1,350

1/3 page

$950

1/4 page

$800

1/6 page

$475

*All ads are in full colour

Issue Date
Winter - January
Spring - May
Summer - July
Fall - September

Ad Booking Deadline
December 14
April 5
May 24
August 2

For more information or to book a space please contact:
Sharon Kauk, Sales Manager
Phone: 519-429-5189 • email: skauk@annexbusinessmedia.com
www.groundwatercanada.com

2019 EDITORIAL CALENDAR
ISSUE

EDITORIAL FOCUS

BOOKING DEADLINE

SPECIAL PROMOTION

Winter – January

Pumps

December 8

Pull-Out Calendar

Spring – May

Drilling

April 6

Summer – July

Water Quality

May 25

2-for-1 Ad Special

Fall – September

Business Operations

August 3

Polybag Issue

PROFILE

ENDURING
INFLUENCE
Fleming prof Gord Bailey gears down but stays involved

G

ord Bailey was born to teach, but he didn’t always know it.
The young water well driller was working on site for Carl
Baldwin Well Drilling in the early 1980s when Tim Casey,
then professor and co-ordinator for the Resources Drilling and
Blasting program at Sir Sandford Fleming College’s Frost Campus
in Lindsay, Ont., brought his students by to observe someone in the
industry at work.
by COLLEEN CROSS

While the students observed his technique,
Casey noticed Bailey’s ability to connect with
students and communicate what he was doing.
He encouraged Bailey to apply to join the
college’s staff.
But it was his wife, Marie, who was
instrumental in his decision by pushing him to
take on the challenge of bringing his practical
knowledge into the classroom, Bailey said.
“I never would have done it had she not told
me I’d make a good teacher,” Bailey said in an
interview with Ground Water Canada in July.
One might expect the newly retired professor
to be putting up his feet, but although he is
decidedly gearing down – he shifted from head
of the program to professor a couple of years
ago, handing the reins to Steve Wilkinson – he
is full of plans for the near future.
Bailey is still on staff at Fleming, where he’ll
carry on as contract trainer in the fall teaching
a four-day course for public health inspectors.
He is also planning to teach a hands-on course
on drilling fundamentals next May at GEFCO’s
headquarters in Enid, Okla.
Bailey has been in the business of teaching
for 33 years, but his well drilling career dates
back to his teenage years.
“We lived in Toronto and my father’s cousin
had a farm,” he recalled. “We would go up to
the farm on weekends and groundhog hunt
and fish and stuff like that. The farmer had

student Duane Parnham in 2012.
“That was a good Monday morning,”
Bailey recalled. The donation went a
long way, garnering the program a new
mobile geotechnical drill, two Tamarack
blast hole drills, a mud reclaiming
system and improvements to the training
facility, which was fittingly renamed the
Parnham Training Centre.
As part of the program, he’s worked
on courses in Oklahoma, Ethiopia, Nova
Scotia and Newfoundland, trained the
Canadian Armed Forces, the Ministry of
the Environment SWAT team, drilling
contractors and public health inspectors
needing continuing education credits.
One year they did a water well driller
and pump installer apprenticeship
program.
They teach the foundations of drilling
and related skills such as preventive
maintenance, hydraulics, pump systems
and identifying soil and rocks.
“A driller has to wear many hats.
They have to be able to identify the soil
and rocks they are drilling through to
properly log them . . . . They have to
know what they’re drilling through and

Gord Bailey checks in with student Terry Qammaniq and professor Jim Smith of Fleming
College’s Resources Drilling and Blasting program during a November class.

what they’re seeing.”
“We’re at the grassroots level of why a
pump works: what determines pressure,
volume and maximum pressure,” he
said. Although technology changes,

the principles behind them are still
the same, he said, and students can
apply the basic skills they learn in
many situations. “As long as a student
Continued on page 14

a son who had a son that was my age. Being
in the country, he had no one to play with
in the summer. When I was nine or 10 years
old, his parents said, ‘Do you want to spend
the summer here?’ I said yes, so I spent all
my summers there working on the farm. The
farmer’s son – Carl Baldwin – had a water
well drilling business and I started working for
him when I was 15. Right out of high school I
started working for him full time.”
Bailey then worked for G. Hart & Sons,
which was founded by the grandfather of
current owner Clarke Watson.
He liked the work, but when the opportunity
to teach came along, he accepted it and found
he loved teaching even more.
When Bailey joined the staff, the program had
just 15 students and a trio of equipment – a blast
hole drill, a cable tool and a geotechnical drill.
Today the program typically takes in between
100 and 200 students, depending on the time
of year and number of semesters running.
“We have our own building with dedicated
classrooms and modern equipment,” he said.
They also have an impressive fleet: a Diamond
drill, a Ditch Witch horizontal directional drill,
a Geoprobe 7822DT direct push machine, a
Canterra mud rotary machine, a Drilltech down
hole hammer rig and several trucks.
A memorable donation was made by former
Mineral Engineering Technology program
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WELL DESIGN

SLOTTED WELLS
OVER BEDROCK
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cent increase in well productivity.
If you choose a larger diameter of
well for other reasons (principally pump
size), you may not see a great change in
well productivity. (See chart at right.)
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From /
To

4"

4"

100%

104%

105%

108%

111%

114%

5.75"

96%

100%

101%

104%

107%

110%

5.75"

6.62"

8.62"

10.75"

14"

LENGTH OF SCREEN
6.62"
95%
97%
100%
103%
105%
108%
One can place a screen over the entire
length of an unconfined aquifer, but
8.62"
93%
95%
97%
100%
102%
103%
because pumping will result in some
10.75"
90%
92%
95%
98%
100%
103%
drawdown around the well, there is
no point in having a screen over the
14"
88%
90%
92%
95%
97%
100%
drawdown portion. However, too short a
considered. Some wells are susceptible
screen will result in a less efficient well.
In a confined aquifer, maximum
The recommended practice is to balance pumping rates are achieved when
to encrustation by chemical (that is,
calcium carbonate) or biological means
the two factors.
the entire aquifer is screened over,
Hydraulic calculations show that 85
and efforts should be made to screen
(that is, iron bacteria). Although a
completed zone with only a few thin
per cent of the available yield occurs
as much of the aquifer as possible. A
slots may not affect flow rate at the time
when about 65 per cent of the available
screened zone that is too long may
cientific studies and literature from various manufacturers
result in multiple aquifer completions.
of completion, remember that this well
drawdown is used. As a result, it is
provide numerous discussions and procedures for installIn-Situ Ad – Water Level Ad for Groundwater Canada
situation may change. Allowance for
general
practice to screen the lower
This situation should be avoided, as the
Size: 3.375” x 5” print: 4-color
/ CMYK
ing screened wells over unconsolidated sands and gravels.
multiple aquifer completion can result
extra slots may be advisable to maintain
third of the
aquifer. It should also be
SCD# 16INST201 / Date: November
2016
These calculations usually are concerned with preventing the mithe productivity of the well longer
noted that many regulators do not want
in flow from one aquifer to the other
gration of fine sediments in the water during pumping.
within the well or possibly the mixing of should encrustation occur.
to see the pump placed below the top
of the screen, so placing the screen at
two zones of different water quality.
affected by diagonal slots than vertical slots.
Less consideration has been given to slotted
Ken Hugo is a technical director
the top of an unconfined aquifer would
EFFECT OF ENCRUSTATION
screens placed over consolidated formations
and hydrogeologist with Groundwater
result in no available drawdown and,
NUMBER OF SLOTS
where the screen is cut on the site. Usually it is
therefore, no allowable pumping.
The long-term well life should also be
Information Technologies (GRIT).
done properly and is not much of an issue. Let’s
One is tempted to make as many slots as
consider some factors of the design to make sure possible to increase the amount of open
that what we are doing we are doing well.
area, but too many slots will compromise
Innovations in Water Monitoring
the strength of the screen. The number and
SLOT WIDTH
width of slots, along with the screen diameter,
Slotting is typically done with the aid of a
will control the entrance velocity of water
circular saw, but does slot width matter? A
into a well. A frequent rule of thumb is that
recent review paper in Hydrogeology Journal
the entrance velocity should not exceed 0.03
(“Review: Hydraulics of water wells – head
metres per second (0.1 feet per second),
losses of individual components,” Houben,
although this value appears to be more related
G.J. Vol. 23, pp. 1659-1675, 2015) shows
to corrosion than restriction of flow.
that very small slots can have some effect by
Houben found that flow velocities much
restricting flow. Slot widths of less than 0.3
higher than this, up to 0.5 metres per second
millimetres can have an adverse effect. This
(1.6 feet per second), will have no significant
width corresponds to 0.01 inches, or the more
effect on head losses due to water flowing
commonly stated 010 slot size, much finer
through the screened zone. The entrance
than can be made with a circular saw. Even
velocity is a function of the pumping rate, the
Pump Hoists
this slot size makes a difference only in highly
length of screen, the radius of the well, and the
permeable formations and has no effect in low- number and width of the slots.
permeability zones.
Water Tanks
DIAMETER OF WELL
A very fine slot size such as 010 can make
Increasing the diameter of the well will allow
development of the well difficult. So the
for a higher pumping rate from the well,
finest slot size (010) should be avoided in
but the effect is limited. This is because the
high-volume wells, but the more commonly
pumping rate is expressed as a log term with
available 020 or higher slot size will make no
Pipe & Supply Inc.
Static and
respect to the well-bore radius. As an example,
appreciable difference.
Drawdown
1494 Bell Mill Road, P.O. Box 456
consider the following table, which shows the
Modes
Tillsonburg, ON, Canada, N4G 4J1
SLOT ORIENTATION
increase (or decrease) in flow rate due to a
Phone: 519.688.0500  Fax: 519.688.0563
Slots are sometimes cut on the diagonal.
change in well radius. The table can be read to
Toll Free: 800.387.9355
Email: wells@wellmaster.ca  Online: www.wellmaster.ca
However, the collapse strength of the pipe
show that increasing the well diameter from
IN-SITU.COM/GWCANADA
Be Effective. | Be Reliable. | Be In-Situ.
should be considered, as it will be more adversely 6.62 to 10.75 inches results in only a five per

Tips for making screens that will not impede good flow

S

by KEN HUGO

Because Blue is
the New Red
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DIGITAL MEDIA PRODUCTS
Your marketing dollars are more precious than ever and positioning your message where your customers are seeing it daily is
key to advertising success.
Our digital advertising options will put your message in front of an engaged audience that consists of your prime target market.
Our digital offerings allow our advertisers to reach all sectors of the ground water industry. Or, you can specifically target each
of these to reach your marketing goals. Interactive, engaged, qualified!
WEBSITE DISPLAY ADVERTISING

•
•
•

LEAD GENERATION WITH E-CONNECTS

Wallpaper, leaderboards, big box, button ads on specific,
topical pages
Online Buyers Guide, Digital Version Sponsorship
Daily Video Sponsorship

ONLINE VIDEO & VIDEO PRODUCTION

•
•

Let our professional production team create your video
promotion
Post your video on our home page or “Supplier Video and
Promotions” page, reaching and engaging your prime
target market

•

Capture lead-generating data with sponsorship of our
weekly e-newsletter or e-blasts and reach over 1,500
e-mail subscribers!

CUSTOM-BUILT MICROSITES

•

Custom content focusing on relevant and specific topics

DIGITAL INSERTS

•

Showcase your product brochure or promotional piece on
our Supplier Video and Promotions page

WEBSITE DISPLAY/BANNER RATES
ONLINE ADVERTISING
Wallpaper
Leaderboard
Big Box

1X

3X

6X

9X

12X

$ 2,500
$ 945
$ 735

$ 898
$ 698

$ 851
$ 662

$ 803
$ 625

$ 756
$ 588

DIGITAL ADVERTISING
up to 4X

Video Advertising
E-News
E-Blast
Digital Ad-Vantage

$ 700
$ 525
$ 575
$ 1,050

5-9X

$ 499
$ 496
$ 1,050

10-14X

15-19X

over 20X

$ 473
$ 418
$ 1,050

$ 446
$ 339
$ 1,050

$ 420
$ 300
$ 1,050

* Web rates are per month/per delivery

WEEKLY E-NEWS
SPONSORSHIP (Per Delivery)
Banner/Mobile Banner
Sponsored Content

$400
$600

* E-Connect data capture included

DIGITAL INSERTS – $1,000
•

E-BLAST
Exclusive

$575

* E-Connect data capture included

(Per Year)

PDF version on Supplier Videos and Promotions page

CUSTOM-BUILT MICROSITES – $3,500
Sole Sponsorship includes:
• Leaderboard and big box
• Advertorial content/sponsored content
• Video hosting

WE SURVEYED OUR READERSHIP
IN 2016: HERE ARE SOME KEY RESULTS

45.5%

of our readers have contacted advertisers
directly from Ground Water Canada!

69.6%
7,986

is the average
readership of
each issue,
including pass
along!

of our readers indicate they have direct
purchasing influence within their
organization; your message will be reaching
your target audience!

100%

of our readers rated Ground Water Canada
from Excellent to Good overall!

92.9%

indicate Ground Water Canada meets the
needs of their industry!
Statistics are based on responses to our May 2016 readership knowledge survey.

To learn more about data from our readership insights program, contact

Sharon Kauk I Sales Manager I 519.429.5189 I skauk@annexbusinessmedia.com

